I. **Discussion Regarding Inquiries Related to Local Chapter Charters**
   A. Occasionally some people will want to start Local Chapter Charters but it does not have too much momentum.
   B. Therefore, should the need arise, people will be encouraged to join State SCL Chapter as Local Chapters have not been as successful in recent years.

II. **Discussion Regarding the Draft Summer Letter of the League**
    A. Introduction of the Board and Date of the Summer Mixer are some of the topics to be included.
    B. The President will circulate a draft of this next week and hopefully will be ready to go out in mid-July.

III. **Discussion Regarding the Senior Classical League Communications Platform**
    A. After considering different communication platforms, it has been decided that regular emails will be sent as it makes the most sense logistically.

IV. **Discussion Regarding National Convention**
    A. For those attending the National Convention, remember to fill out the dietary restrictions and event volunteer forms.
    B. There is also a google document with general information about the National Convention.

V. **New Business**
   A. A recap of Nationals.